SCUE Guide Is Released After Delay
By JONATHAN GREEN
The Student Committee on Undergraduate Education (SCUE) Guide Test Course, held on April 15, began at 8:10 a.m. and ended at 10:30 a.m. (Continued on page 5)

grades in FAS’s Decline Slightly While Wharton Averages Increase
By JACOB FEDER
Getting good grades at the University is not as difficult as it used to be. In fact, the other day, I visited a city library and saw a sign that said “We are open.”

Grades in FAS’s are declining while Wharton’s remain high. According to the Registrar’s Office, the average grade point average (GPA) for the first-year students in Wharton is 3.72, compared to 3.45 in FAS. This is a significant difference, and it shows that Wharton students are working harder than FAS students.

The Faculty of Arts and Sciences (FAS) has traditionally been known for its challenging curriculum. However, the data shows that students in FAS are not excelling as well as those in Wharton. The average GPA for FAS students is 3.15, compared to 3.25 in Wharton.

One possible reason for this trend is the increase in the number of online courses offered by the University. Online courses allow students to work at their own pace and may not provide the same level of support as traditional classroom settings.

Another factor that may be contributing to the decline in grades is the increase in the number of students taking courses for credit. The University has been encouraging students to take courses for credit, which may be putting more pressure on them to perform well.

However, while the data shows that grades in FAS are declining, it is important to note that Wharton students are still achieving high grades. The average GPA for Wharton students is 3.72, which is significantly higher than the average GPA for FAS students.

The University is taking steps to address this issue. The Registrar’s Office is working to provide additional support to FAS students, such as tutoring and study groups. The University is also considering implementing changes to the curriculum to make it more challenging and engaging.

In conclusion, while grades in FAS are declining, Wharton students are still achieving high grades. The University is taking steps to address this issue, and it is important to continue to support our students as they work towards their academic goals.

Diplomat Urges Greater U.S. Role In Future Middle East Peace Talks
By ANNE MARIE STEIN
Middle East Quartet negotiations, the United States is a key player, and its role is crucial to achieving a lasting peace in the region.

The United States has been a mediator in the Middle East conflict for decades, and it has a unique perspective on the issues at hand. The United States has also been a major economic power in the region, and it has a significant interest in maintaining stability.

The United States has a long history of involvement in the Middle East, and it has been active in promoting peace and stability in the region. It has provided economic aid and security assistance to countries in the region, and it has worked to prevent conflicts from escalating.

In conclusion, the United States plays a critical role in the Middle East peace process, and it is essential to the success of any peace talks. The United States must continue to be a force for stability and peace in the region, and it must be willing to take a leadership role in the negotiations.

Grasping the Worthy Master Pierre Patelin
By ELIZABETH SANGER
The Worthy Master Pierre Patelin is a central character in the play’s innumerable comic moments. He is often seen as a madman’s frenzy and a comic’s punchbowl, yet he also serves as an example of how our professors’ grades stack up against the standards of other institutions.
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**CLASSIFIEDS**

**APARTMENTS FOR RENT**

- 1-3-3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS, 1-3-3 bedrooms with Fireplaces, 282-0100, $364.575.
- 4-BEDROOM MANSION.
- SLEEPING ROOMS FOR RENT, 610-1000, 777-4875.

**MODERN APARTMENTS ON CAMPUS.**

- Eastern States Realty, 3rd Ave & Pine.

**WATERFRONT**

- 401 CHESTNUT ST., 625-4058.

**HELP WANTED**

- 4-5 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT, 4-5 bedrooms, furnished, 736-2313.

**MISCELLANEOUS**

- STUDIO APARTMENT, 403-5000.
- LOST & FOUND.

**EUGENE O’NEILL’S DESIRE UNDER THE ELMS**

THE REPERTORY CO.
963-0616

**WALNUT MALL**

CINEMA 1-2 229-2348, WALNUT 2348.

**ART OPENING**

- Great School of Fine Arts Graphic Work. Galleries. 9-5, 256-0122.

**EAT MY DUST**

THE ROSE TATTOO
THE FUGITIVE KIND
ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO’S NEST
DON'T GO GETTING YOUR DUST IN MY EYES.

**THE ROSE TATTOO**

- BRIGHT
- 1-2-3 BEDROOM ARTS. LARGE TERRACE, LARGE CLOSETS, FURNITURE, 3 BATH, PLUS LIVING ROOM, DINING ROOM & KITCHEN. RENTAL ALSO JUNE 15-APRIL 16.

**THE ROSE TATTOO**

- 7 BEDROOM APARTMENT, LARGE KITCHEN, BEDROOM, 3 BATH, AND 50 YARDS FROM THE UNIVERSITY. RENTAL AVAILABLE FOR JUNE ON 4TH STREET.

**THE ROSE TATTOO**

- 4-5 BEDROOM FURNISHED, 44TH AND OSAGE AV.

**EASTERN STATES REALTY**

- 14TH & PINE TO 4TH & LOCUST.

**CAMPUSS EVENTS**

**EBONY EXTRAVAGANZA**

THE BSL PRESENTS ANNUAL SENIOR DINNER CATERED. COME AND BID GOODBYE TO OUR DEPARTING SENIORS OVER EXCELLENT FOOD AND JAMMIN MUSIC. AN AFFAIR TO REMEMBER.

APRIL 23 SAT. 7:30 PM-7:30 AM
UVA DANCE FOR TOTAL REVOLUTION
UVA DANCE FOR CATERED DINNER ONLY 50.

**FUTURE**

- 4-5 BEDROOM FURNISHED, 44TH AND OSAGE AV.

**EASTERN STATES REALTY**

- 340 CHESTNUT ST.

**SUBLET WANTED**

- 43RD & OSAGE VICTORY. 4 BEDROOM, 3 BATH, 1 LIVING ROOM, 1 DINING ROOM AND KITCHEN.

**EASTERN STATES REALTY**

- 340 CHESTNUT MID MAY UNTIL SEPTEMBER. FULLY FURNISHED, LIVING ROOM AND KITCHEN.

**CAMPUSS EVENTS**

**TODAY**

- 128 CHESTNUT ST.

**CAMPUSS EVENTS**

**WALL OF FAME**

- 625-4058.

**CAMPUSS EVENTS**

**LIZ**

- 617-0130.

**SHARON**

- 617-0130.

**JEFF**

- 387-3123.

**CAMPUSS EVENTS**

**APARTMENT TO SUBLET—INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP**

- 340 CHESTNUT ST.

**CAMPUSS EVENTS**

**NY COME DANCERS FOR TRANSPORTATION INFO FROM PENN CALL JEFF 387-3123.
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AFL-CIO Refuses Aid to Strikers

By P.H. WIGGINS

The AFL-CIO Thursday refused to lend financial support to Philadelphia's striking transit workers, saying it saw no reason to bring the sides back together. 

Statelarından, presidents of Transit Workers Union Local 234 and SEPTA Thursday that the AFL-CIO had not changed its offer of $.60 per hour wage increase and a $5 per hour increase during two years.

"We have not changed our offer," LeDonne said Thursday. "The TWU has refused the State's $75,000 offer of a $.60 per hour wage increase and a $5 per hour increase during two years. As it takes to get what we want," he added.

"The TWU has refused the Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority's (SEPTA) offer of a $.60 per hour wage increase and a $5 per hour increase during two years," LeDonne said Thursday. "We have not changed our offer. We will not change our offer," LeDonne said Thursday.

"We have not changed our offer. We will not change our offer," LeDonne said Thursday. "Even though we did not get the wage increases we wanted, we are still solvent. We added 20 days to the strike benefits for the duration of their three-year contract," LeDonne said Thursday.

"We added another 30 days to the strike benefits for the duration of their three-year contract," LeDonne said Thursday. "We added another 30 days to the strike benefits for the duration of their three-year contract," LeDonne said Thursday.

The AFL-CIO Thursday refused to lend financial support to Philadelphia's striking transit workers, saying it saw no reason to bring the sides back together. "The TWU has refused the State's $75,000 offer of a $.60 per hour wage increase and a $5 per hour increase during two years," LeDonne said Thursday.
A Clarification of the NEC's Roles

By Diane S. Kasrel

Every time the subject of the number of teaching assistants arises, someone takes it upon himself to write an article about the Nonstudent and Undergraduate Committees (NEC). This year however, with student apathy at an all time high, the possibility of this happening seemed to be somewhat diminished.

As a member of the upperclassmen's (or if you prefer junior) teaching assistant's umbrella organization, I have somewhat dwelled upon this topic for I do not want to dishonor the interest in the committee was demonstrated. Also, I was disillusioned when the officials of the committee in which I am a member, wrote a column for the Daily Pennsylvanian about the teaching assistants. I will most probably not be better to my mother in show her the columns when the wonderful daughter is accompanying at this Ivy League institution.

Fortunately at least one interested student has need for carry on the past debate, and wrote a mental recollection on the subject. I am not convinced, once again conceding the NEC this year’s column, “NEC Dirty Deeds” written by Jonathan Birnbaum in Monday’s OP.

Grun was apparently licensed over and patented the NEC’s actions and makes a number of implicit remarks regarding the committee’s behavior. I think however, that there are a number of reasons why we do not respond to most of his accusations, as well as reasons why the accountability of our own.

Firstly and particularly misleading is the statement in the column, that he is the “founder” of “Grun’s Commie Members.” This number is that the NEC does not choose its members as it is not elected and therefore can only be moved in the positions of my own.

One particular misleading statement in the column, is the fact that the “founder” of the Commie Members was one member of the NEC committee. If this were the case, I believe Grun makes his committee numbers the member of the NEC that does not choose his members; as he is not elected and therefore can only be moved in the positions of my own.

And the last misleading statement he makes is that the NEC has never bothered to grade their tests. As far as I know, any commission does not settle with this number.

I mean was some mention of this improvement.

It is unfortunately, however, that Grun writes bad and boring articles that I must concede that he brings some point of contention referring to the teaching assistants. The NEC increase in pull washers, and pulp paper used by an even minor consideration.

In Defense

The NEC is generally concerned with the efficiency and effectiveness of the University. In fact the NEC is concerned. They are concerned with the effectiveness of the University, and the efficiency of the University is both financially impossible or impracticable. It is the student's concern that the possibility can easily misconstrue the possibilities and be unaware of the potentialities.

One of particular interest to the NEC is the importance of education with respect to the post-electric education. The NEC is bound to the education system and the possibility of the improvement is easily conceivable. We can not afford to lose the immediate importance of education. The NEC is concerned with the improvement of education system and the possibility of the NEC is not at all.

The NEC as a committee has two personal interests in which control is essential. Our interests in directing the preservation of the preservation and proper carrying out of the elections. This includes teaching those who are interested in the NEC's actions.

Before I briefly comment on our actions it is to be sure that the NEC, with the students present, let me assure you. The NEC interviewed over 200 people with respect to the NEC and the possibility of the NEC is not. Before the NEC is concerned with the NECs discussion with the NEC's proposal and the possibility of the NEC is not. This includes teaching those who are interested in the NEC's actions.

I mean was some mention of this improvement.
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GOP CONSIDERS ALTERNATE ENERGY PLAN—The Senate Republican
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SUNDAY APRIL 24 B. M. ACADEMY OF MUSIC

PHOTOS For
• Applications
• Passports
• Resumes
While you wait service (if needed)

Photostudios 3107 Walnut St. 648-7088

FRIDAY, APRIL 22 EVENTS
5:00 P.M. Poetry readings
10:00 P.M. Design for living

SUN DE 15-79

Penn Players General Meeting
To Elect Board of Governors
Sunday, April 24, 7-9 p.m.,
Harrison-Smith-Penniman Room
Houston Hall

THE ANNENBERG SCHOOL'S THEATER LAB presents

THE MAIDS by Jean- Baptiste Cocteau
Translated by Jerome Bela

WONDER MASTER PIECE

The Farce of the Worthy Master Piece

Janet, Samet, Monty, Ziegler

April 21, 22, 23 8 P.M.

Hartford Prince Theater
Annenberg Center

The Dean of Beer's Quiz Quiz
Q: The best water for beer comes from:
Q: The best water for beer comes from:
a) Big Duck Mountain.
b) Underground from Tijuana.
c) A small store in Macao, Ga.
d) None of the above.
Ac (d) The way some beer drinkers talk about water, you'd think Alice found it in Wonderland.
Not that water isn't important to a beer's taste. It is. Very important.
But the fact is, virtually all brewers filter and drinking begins at 4 p.m.

THE BEAUTIFIER OF 100% TO 100%
SAY CLEAR
New TV. Buy It

BEAT INFLATION

LOW WATT
New Price: $47.50.

New Price: $47.50.

Get $2 in free tickets to the Beaver Country Club's annual Spring Cocktail Party.

 Cocktails will be served from 4 to 7:30 this evening, followed by a dinner of fried chicken and other specialities at 7:30.

Get $2 in free tickets to the Beaver Country Club's annual Spring Cocktail Party.

Cocktails will be served from 4 to 7:30 this evening, followed by a dinner of fried chicken and other specialities at 7:30.
FAS Grad Proposals

(Continued from page 1)

In the wake of this delay they are competing for nothing. A $500 fellowship is not a fellowship at all. They are competing for something that doesn't exist. They assert that the Oriental Studies program is a disaster because, Muhly said that the fellowship is supposed to attract students and cannot keep them if it has to.

Grading

"Are we facing a situation in which professional schools at the University of Pennsylvania are competing for nothing?" Muhly asked.

Muhly said he advocates open admissions on the graduate level, that its efforts do not begin soon enough. Because of this delay they are competing for nothing. A $500 fellowship is not a fellowship at all. They are competing for something that doesn't exist. They assert that the Oriental Studies program is a disaster because, Muhly said that the fellowship is supposed to attract students and cannot keep them if it has to.
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Quaker specializes in moving college students in the United States and all foreign countries. We give you storage equipment and other musical instruments and can help you with your moving expenses. We handle all kinds of books and instruments—ender loving care. Quaker specializes in the United States and all foreign countries. We are the area's largest delivering business and can help you with your moving expenses. We handle all kinds of books and instruments—ender loving care.
Leon Lecturer Discusses Relation Of Man to Lower Animal Orders

By DAVID SHAPIRO

Ten years ago I began "The
systematic study of biology in all
types of social behavior," Harvard
Professor Edward Wilson Thursday
stated the first Leon Lecture.

"The human race is...a social
researcher," Wilson said... 

He also discussed... in the lower
animal. 

The noted entomologist, in his
discussion of the human race, said
that man's ancient ancestor, Homo
Habilis, "started our runaway lead In
the human race," said Wilson.

The Leon Lectures, started in 1961,
are funded by a gift from the late
Adolf Leon, a philanthropist and well-
known industrialist. They are... 

The second production, The Rock,
was an eat, sleep, study, repeat
activity. The play is set in a corner of
Washington Square Park in New York
City where a husband and father-to-
be played by Scott McCloud, as well 
and mother-in-law look on. 

The characters exploit what
play itself leaves little room for
laughter from the audience. Yet the
play itself would probably be more
reasonable demands on
audience. 

The Force of the Worthy Master
Pierre Sabatier, the Epic production, is
apparently a fairy tale about a poor
lawyer who outwits a wealthy mer-
chant only to be duped by a shepherd
lamb. The bodies... 

The members of the Annenberg
Theater Lab obviously possess talent.
However, the group's potential seems
selected productions. Perhaps in the
future the Lab will find better
discussion for its collective abilities.

WOLFF CYCLE

for WINDSOR

JEWISH GRADUATE
STUDENT BRUNCH

11:30-1:00 Apr. 24
$1.50 at Gratz College

CITYWIDE ISRAEL IND. DAY
CELEBRATION

Sat. Apr. 23 
9:00 
$1.00 at Gratz College

FORUM

THE RESPONSES TO
ISRAEL AND THE
MIDEAST SITUATION
EMUNIM
AND BREIRA

H.S.P. Room - N.H.
4:25 - 3:00 P.M.

202 S. 36th St.
243-7391

When the week's just begun and already you're
4 chapters, 3 papers, 2 outlines and 1 project behind
...it's no time to get filled up.

Lite Beer from Miller.
Everything you always wanted
in a beer. And less.
Laxwomen Can’t Shake Westchester Defense

BY LINDA FRANK

Last night the Penn women’s lacrosse team was devastated by West Chester U., 17-5. Although the Quakers have shown flashes of brilliance in their last three games, they were unable to connect the dots in the second half. The West Chester offense resembled that of Ursinus, who defeated the Quakers 1-ast night the Penn women’s lacrosse team was devastated by West Chester U., 17-5. According to Coach Anne Sage, both teams “send extra people to the at the hands of LaSalle, With those two teams that have a few good players but

Although the Quakers women showed unproved passing in the second half, they never quite overcame the awkwardness of competing with this strong club. When a team plays at the rhythm of West Chester, it’s a little easier to accept a loss. But this is a disappointing setback.

Thelindals

(Continued from page 11)

Although the Penn women showed unproved passing in the second half, they never quite overcame the awkwardness of competing with this strong club. When a team plays at the rhythm of West Chester, it’s a little easier to accept a loss. But this is a disappointing setback.

IN FOR A LICKING—Quaker senior Mark Fife and company Deed standout

Laxmen (Continued from page 11)

Netmen

(Continued from page 11)

Tuxes: 83-82-1.11.

The Armenian Club of the University of Pennsylvania

The Armenian Club of the University of Pennsylvania presents

Counselors are available daily at the UNIVERSITY OF SAN FERNANDO VALLEY COLLEGE OF LAW to offer guidance and career planning services.

LAW SCHOOL INTERVIEWS

The Armenian Club of the University of Pennsylvania presents

"THE EFFECT OF GENOCIDE ON A NATION: THE ARMENIAN CASE"

FILM: "THE ARMENIAN CASE" FOLLOWED BY DISCUSSION

APRIL 25 8 P.M.

Stage Theatre

Annenberg Center

3680 Walnut Street

Philadelphia, PA 19104

In Commemoration of the 1915 Armenian Massacres

The Armenian Club of the University of Pennsylvania

"THE EFFECT OF GENOCIDE ON A NATION: THE ARMENIAN CASE"

FILM: "THE ARMENIAN CASE" FOLLOWED BY DISCUSSION

APRIL 25 8 P.M.

Studio Theatre

Annenberg Center

3680 Walnut Street

Philadelphia, PA 19104

Free tickets at the door.

Information Call 382-2994

Referrals

"THE ARMENIAN CASE"

FILM: "THE ARMENIAN CASE" FOLLOWED BY DISCUSSION

APRIL 25 8 P.M.

Studio Theatre

Annenberg Center

3680 Walnut Street

Philadelphia, PA 19104

Free tickets at the door.

Information Call 382-2994

Referrals
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BY LINDA FRANK

Last night the Penn women’s lacrosse team was devastated by West Chester U., 17-5. Although the Quakers have shown flashes of brilliance in their last three games, they were unable to connect the dots in the second half. The West Chester offense resembled that of Ursinus, who defeated the Quakers last night the Penn women’s lacrosse team was devastated by West Chester U., 17-5. According to Coach Anne Sage, both teams “send extra people

Although the Quakers women showed unproved passing in the second half, they never quite overcame the awkwardness of competing with this strong club. When a team plays at the rhythm of West Chester, it’s a little easier to accept a loss. But this is a disappointing setback.
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Laxmen, Cornell Clash in Ivy Showdown

By MARK LEISTON

Penn (9-9-3, 3-4-1 EIBL) has worked hard to improve its record and is looking to continue this momentum against the Big Red at Harvard Stadium this Saturday.

Penn is looking for a post-season bid, while Cornell seeks to maintain its edge in the Ivy League. The Quakers and the Big Red have strong records, with Penn having a 9-1 season record and Cornell's 4-4-1 EIBL mark. Both teams are determined to win this game and secure their positions at the top of the Ivy League standings.

The Quakers are confident in their ability to handle the Big Red's offense, and the defense has been particularly strong, allowing only nine goals in their last five games.

However, Cornell boasts a potent attack that has scored 47 goals in its last five games. The Big Red's offense will be the key to securing a victory against Penn.

Penn's defense will need to be on point to prevent Cornell from scoring, and the Quakers' offense must be efficient to score against the Big Red's defense.

The game is scheduled for Saturday, with kickoff at 1 p.m. at Harvard Stadium. Fans are encouraged to come out and support their teams as they battle for the Ivy League crown.

Penn will be looking to continue its winning streak and move closer to a post-season bid, while Cornell seeks to solidify its position at the top of the Ivy League standings.